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Accusonus licenses advanced audio repair
technology to Adobe
Patras, Greece (September 13, 2018) - Accusonus Inc, a leading provider of machine learningbased software products for audio repair and music production, has licensed its patented singlechannel noise and reverb removal technology to Adobe. The Accusonus audio repair algorithms
enable high-quality audio enhancement within easy-to-use, fast and efficient workflows. The
new technology will be incorporated into the next releases of Adobe® Premiere® Pro CC, and
Adobe Audition® CC, both part of the Adobe Creative Cloud®.
“Adobe Premiere Pro CC and Audition CC are tools that creatives depend on to tell stories and
express their vision. With the addition of Accusonus audio repair technologoes, we are further
enhancing the audio toolset for our users with sophisticated cleanup capabilities that are
remarkably easy to use,” said Sue Skidmore, head of partner relations for Adobe professional
video.
Alex Tsilfidis, CEO of Accusonus said "We are very excited to be working with industry leader
Adobe to enable their vast user community to repair audio content better and faster than ever
before. As the importance of audio content grows in media applications, our innovative
solutions are proving to be indispensable for both expert and entry-level media creators."
In addition to the noise and reverb removal technology in the upcoming releases of Adobe
Premiere Pro CC and Audition CC, Accusonus offers a suite of Enhancement and Repair of
Audio (ERA) single-knob plugins and will soon be introducing two new offerings available for
separate purchase: the ERA De-Clipper and ERA Voice Leveler. With these new additions, the
standard Accusonus ERA Bundle - which includes ERA Noise Remover, ERA Reverb Remover,
ERA De-Esser, and ERA Plosive Remover - will total six plugins. All Accusonus ERA plug-ins
have been tested extensively and work seamlessly within Adobe Premiere Pro CC and Adobe
Audition CC. Each of these solves an important, common audio problem by offering high-quality
processing in a streamlined workflow. The ERA Bundle Pro adds ERA-D, a joint de-noise and
de-reverberation tool that offers a dual channel workflow and spectral band processing.
Accusonus’ ERA Bundle plugins run on both Windows and Mac platforms. To learn more about
these and other Accusonus products as well as more information about Accusonus please visit
https://accusonus.com/products/audio-repair
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Accusonus is a rapidly growing, leading provider of innovative audio repair and music creation
software. Through novel applications of machine-learning and artificial-intelligence, Accusonus
is developing audio solutions that enable previously unimaginable sound processing results and
workflows. Accusonus’ ERA Bundle is a next-generation suite of audio repair products that offer
both high-quality processing and fast workflows for professional and entry-level audio content
creators alike. Accusonus’ critically acclaimed Regroover is a game-changing music creation
product that un-mixes audio loops to generate novel beat-making workflows. Founded in 2014,
accusonus is based in Massachusetts (USA) and in Athens and Patras (Greece).

Adobe at IBC 2018
At IBC 2018, Adobe will reveal new video features coming soon to Adobe® Creative Cloud® that
bring creative power, production efficiency, and connected tools for broadcasters, brands,
filmmakers, and online content creators. The upcoming release will include new production
tools for motion graphics, color, audio, animation and immersive content. IBC attendees can see
the features, available later this year, at the Adobe stand (#7.B35). For more information,
visit www.adobe.com.

